A crosstalk-suppressed dense multi-view light-field display based on real-time light-field pickup and reconstruction.
A crosstalk-suppressed dense multi-view light-field display based on real-time light-field pickup and reconstruction is demonstrated, which is capable of realizing high view density in the horizontal direction with low crosstalk between micro-pitch viewing zones. The micro-pinhole unit array and the vertically-collimated backlight are specially developed and used, instead of refraction-based optical components like lenticular lens, to avoid aberrations and to suppress crosstalk for accurately projecting multiple view perspectives into each eye pupil of the viewer. Additionally, the spatial information entropy is defined and investigated to improve 3D image perception for balancing resolution, which can be generally applicable to better-reconstructed 3D images with the limited number of resolution pixels. To enlarge the viewing angle of 3D images with smooth motion parallax, the novel high-efficient light-field pickup and reconstruction method based on the real-time position of the viewer's pupils is implemented with an eye tracker to scan 750 view perspectives with the correct geometric occlusion in real time at the frame rate of 40 fps. In the experiment, a floating horizontal-parallax 3D light-field image with the view density of 0.75 mm-1 and the micro-pitch crosstalk of less than 7% can be perceived with the clear floating focus depth of 10 cm and the high resolution of 1920 × 1080 in the viewing angle of 70°.